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Part II is concerned with applications of the general theory of multidimensional 
dyadic analysis to dyadic sampling theorems for various types of signals together 
with rates of approximation a d orders of magnitude for the aliasing error, respec- 
tively. The theory developed in Part I--the contents of which are assumed to be 
known here--is now applied in order to study various types of sampling theorems. 
It may be mentioned that there does not exist any paper at all dealing with 
multidimensional dyadic sampling theorems. This can, for example, be seen in the 
survey paper by A. J. Jerri (1977, Proc. Inst. Electr. Engrs. 65, 1565-1596). 
Nevertheless, in the classical multidimensional Fourier case there are some papers 
dealing with sampling representations for functions of several variables (see, e.g., 
Prosser (1966), Petersen and Middleton (1962), and Miyakawa (1959)). 
Our first main result will be Theorem 7 from which a sampling theorem 
for sequency-limited signals can easily be deduced (Theorem8). This 
theorem is not equipped with error estimates as is done in Maqusi (1978) in 
the one-dimensional case. However, the latter sampling theorem can still be 
used in order to derive aliasing errors for another type of sampling theorem, 
namely, one valid for arbitrary signals which just need to satisfy certain 
integrability and continuity properties (see Theorem 9). If the signal is 
assumed to be dyadically differentiable, then the error rate can be greatly 
improved (Corollary 3). This is illustrated by an explicit example. If one is 
interested in reconstructing partial dyadic derivatives by sampling the signal 
itself, as is considered in the frame of classical Fourier analysis in the one- 
dimensional case by Butzer and Splettst6sser (1977), then the reader is 
referred to Theorem 10. Finally, Theorem 12 presents a mixed-type sampling 
result; here f(x) is reconstructed by samples taken at discrete values off(x) 
as well as of the partial dyadic derivative off(x). 
6. SAMPLING THEOREMS BASED ON N-DIMENSIONAL DYADIC ANALYSIS 
For our purpose, some properties of the periodic Fourier-Walsh transform 
for functions fE  L 1 [0, 1], namely, those that are absolutely (Lebesgue) 
integrable over [0, 1], need be mentioned first. Let f ,  g ~ L t [0, 1 ], k E Z~. 
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The Foufier-Walsh coefficients are given by 
J - [ f l (k )  = F(k) := f[0, ,] /(u) ~Vk(U ) du, 
and the dyadic convolution for x ~ [0, 1] by 
( f  • g)(x) = f f (u)  g(u @ x) du. JI o,H 
(44) 
(45) 
Moreover, the periodic analogue of Lemma2 holds, the space ~_ in 
(13a)--(13c) being replaced by the multidimensional interval [0, 1]. Just like 
(15d) there holds for f,  g @ L I[0, 1] the convolution theorem 
J ' [ ( f .  g)(.)](k) = F(k) G(k) (k C ~_). (46) 
A rather important result is the uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 5. For fE  L v[O, 1], 1 ~< p ~< o~, k ~ ~+, one has that 
F(k) : 0 /fff(x) = 0 a.e. for x ~ [0, 1]. 
The proof would need several lemmas based upon the partial sums of 
Fourier-Walsh series. 
In the following, the notation ~k~Z~ F(k) ~,k(x) stands for 
N N 
lim ~ ... ~ F(kl ..... k~) ~'k,(xl)... ~vk,(x,). (47) 
N~ct3 kl=O kn=O 
THEOREM 6. I f f ,  gELs[O, 1], one has for xE  [0, 1] 
( f  • g)(x)  = ~ F(k) G(k) Iptk(X ). (48) 
Proof. Let us first establish the Bessel-Walsh inequality 
[F(k)] 2 := I[F[[,2 ~< Ilfll~ro,,j. (49) 
keZ~_ 
n N Indeed, for any fixed N C Z+, x C [0, 1], the. expression PN(x):= ~k~:0 "'" 
f~.~e=0F(k)~k(X) is a multidimensional Walsh polynomial of order N. 
Therefore, 
0/> [If(.) 2 2 - PN(')[IL~[o, lj = I[fllL~to,~j 
ki~[O,N] ki~[O,N] ei~[O,N] 
l<~i<n l~i~n l<~i<n 
2 =[[fl/L2t0,, 1 -  ~ [F(k)] 2. 
ki~[O,N] 
l<~i<<.n 
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Inequality (49) now follows by letting N~ oo. Now to the main proof. Since 
f, g~L2[0,  1], ( f ,  g)(x) belongs to C¢[0, 1] on account of the periodic 
version of (13b). By H61der's inequality and (49) it follows that noting 
~,o(X) = 1, 
[ ~, F(k) tp, k(x ) ~< IIFII,= G[I,= ~< Ilfll~=~o,,~ II glib=to,,. G(k) II 
k~z~ 
So ~k~z~ F(k) G(k) V/k(x) is equal to a function g(x) ~ C®[0, l]. Theorem 5 
as well as (46) now state that ( f .  g)(x) = g(x), and so the proof is com- 
plete. 
In the following, the foregoing results will be needed for functions 
belonging to LI[0, 2m). Then the Fourier-Wlash coefficients take on the 
form 
F(k) := (~=12-mi) f~o,2~) f(u) tb'k(2-') du, (50) 
and the associated Fourier-Walsh series 
F(k) ~k(2 - 'Sa). (51) 
k~Z~ 
The analogue of (48) for the case x -- 0 then reads as 
COROLLARY 2. Let f, g~L2[0,  2m). Then 
(i~ 2-m~) ~O,2m f(u)g(u) du 
= Z 2 -  m l f (u )  ~'k(2-%) du 
keZ~. 0,2m) 
x 2 -m~ g(u) ~,~(2- ~)  au. (52) 
0,2 m) 
On the basis of (52) we are able to develop a result on the discretization of 
convolution integrals of two sequency-limited functions. The sampling 
theorem will follow directly from this result. 
THEOREM 7. Let f, g E C®(R ~_) ~ L 1 (IR ~) so that their Fourier- Walsh 
transform vanish outside the n-dimensional rectangle [0, 2m). Then the 
convolution ( f  , g)(x) can be written for each x E ~+ in the form 
i f  * g)(x) = 2 -  mi Z f (k2- m) g(x @ k2- m). 
k ~ 7 n 
(53) 
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Proof. Since f, g E C®(D~+ ) ~ L I( I~ ), f, g ~ L 2(R~ ) by Theorem 3. 
Moreover, F, G belong to L2(D~) also, by (25c). Thus the functions F(u), 
G(u) ~,,(u) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4 in the instance of the space 
C~[0, 2m), since they belong to L2[0, 2m). So for x E ~"~, 
(fIl= 2-m'/~/qo,2~) F(u) G(u) ¢x(u)du 
n 
= 2 (i~=l 2-ml)~lo2m)f(u) ~k(2-mu) du(:! 2-mi)f[0 2m)G(u)  
k~Z~ , = , 
× V/k(2-mu) ~,(U) du. 
But by (22) as well as (5c) one has that 
f(k2 -m) = ;r0,2m' F(U) ~'k2-re(U) du, 
g(k2 -m @ x)  = f[0, 2m) G(u) I//k2 _m@x(U) du. 
This yields that 
n 
= v 2-mi f (k2 -  m) g(x ® k2- m). 
ke~ 
On the other hand, by (25a) and the sequency-limitedness o f f  and g, 
( f  * g)(x) =f[0,2m ) F(U) a(lL1) I//x(U ) du. 
Combining all results, one has (53) for all x ~ I~ .  
The sampling theorem for sequency-limited functions will now follow from 
Theorem 7 by a particular choice of the function g(x). For the classical 
counterpart of Theorem 8 see Splettst6sser (1982) and Butzer and 
Splettst6sser (1977). 
THEOREM 8. l f fE  Ce(~"+) (-'~LI([~]) with F(v) = O for all v ~ [0, 2"), 
then one has for all x E ~ ~+ 
f(x) = ~ f(k2-m)J( l ;  2reX @ k). (54) 
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Proof. Setting g(u) := J(2m; u) in Theorem 7, (18b) and (19a) yield 
Jr-[J(2m; .)](v) = 2 m~ J(2-m; v) = 1, x C [0, 2m), 
=0,  X ~ [0, 2m). 
Inversion formula (22) and (15d) for the sequency-limited functionsf(x) and 
J(2m; x) then give 
( f  * J(2m; • ))(X) = f~5_ F(V) c~-[J(2m;. )] (v) I]/x(V ) dV 
= £0,2m) F(v) ~x(v) dv = f(x). 
Moreover, one has by (18d), 
(k) g(x @ 2-ink) = 2 "~ J(1; 2~x ® k). 
Formula (53) now delivers the desired result. 
Let us note that if one would be interested only in a result of type (54) 
and not in the general result (53), it is possible to give a simpler proof of 
(54). Indeed, one can show that each function f(x) which is sequency-limited 
to [0,2 m) is constant on the rectangles [2- mk; 2- =(k + l)), k~P=.  
Moreover, (18b) gives that 
J(1; 2rex @ k) = 1, x C [2-mk, 2-m(k + 1)), 
(55) 
= 0, elsewhere. 
This yields Theorem 8. 
Let us mention that it is also possible to treat the truncation error defined 
by 






f(k2-m) J(1; 2rex @ k). 
Since every sequency-limited function f(x) with highest sequency less than 
2 m is a step function (=piecewise constant function) for which 
f(x) = f (k2 -  =), x E [2"k, 2-  m(k + 1)), 
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the matter is rather simple because one obviously has 
TN(f; x) -- 0, x E [0, N2 -m), 
= f(x), elsewhere. 
Let us now try to reconstitute a nonsequency-limited signal f(x) by a 
sampling series of type (54). In carrying this out an error will arise which 
depends on the vector 2 m. This so-called aliasing error is defined by 
Era(f; x) := f(x) -- ~ f(k2-m) J( l ;  2rex @ k), (56) 
ke Znf 
provided the multiple series in (56) is convergent. In order to estimate 
Era(f; x), let us define the Lipschitz class LiPL(a, C®(~)) ;  it is the class of 
thosef ~ C®(~]) for which 
o~w(f; ~; c®(~))  ~<L~ ° 
L being a positive constant. 
THEOREM 9. 
(a > 0), (57) 
Let f(x) E L ~(~+ ) m C®(~+ ). For all x ~ ~+ 
lim ~ f (k2 -  m) j ( l ;  2rex @ k) = f(x); 
mj~oo keZ~_ 
l<j<n 
the aliasing error is estimated by 
IEm(f; x)l 4 2co(f; 2-m; C®([~_)). 
Proof First, applying the triangle-inequality, one has 
f (x ) -  ~ f (k2 -m) J ( l ;2~x@k)  
keZ~ 
< If(x) - (f* J(zm; "))(x)l 
+ ( f *  J(2m; "))(x)-- Z f (k2-m)J (  1; 2~x @ k) . 
keZ$ 
For the first term on the right side we have 
If(x) - ( f  • J(2m; • ))(x)] 
2 me If(x) -- f (x @ u)j du 
O, 2m) 
09(f; 2 -m;  C®(~)) .  
(58) 
(59) 
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Concerning the second term, note that ( f  * J(2m; "))(X) is a sequency-limited 
function. Therefore Theorem 8 is applicable and 
( f  * J(2m; "))(x) = ~ ( f  * J(2m; "))(k2 -=) J( l ;  2~x @ k). 
keZ~_ 
So the second term can be estimated by 
(e~I1 2me ) Z J(l;2"(~k) f|o2_m)]f(u{~ka-nl)-f(k2 ~)]du 
= ke/7~ 
 o(f; C®(R"+)) 41;  2"x ® k). 
k~Z~ 
But for any arbitrary, fixed vector x C [R~ there exists at least one k 0 C Z~ 
for which J( l ;  2rex ® k0) = 1 by (55). This yields (59), and therefore (58) by 
letting mj ~ oo, 1 ~< j ~ n. 
COROLLARY 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 9 be valid. 
(a) I f fC  LipL(a; C°(N~)), then 
Igm(f; x)l ~Z21-ma. (60) 
(b) I f  f is ri-times partially dyadic differentiable with respect to all 
coordinates xi, 1 <~ i <<. n, ~.~=1 ri = r, r i >/2, and if 
then 
[ll nxg.., xr, f(x) ~ LipL (a; CQ(R ~+)), 
IBm(f; x)l K 21-m(r+~) (K = const). (61) 
Note that (60) is a direct consequence of (57) and (59); (61) follows 
immediately if, in addition, one applies Theorem4 for the space C~(~+). 
For a one-dimensional version of Corollary 3 under other conditions see, 
e.g., Butzer and Splettst6sser (1978). 
Result (61) gives a very good rate of convergence for the aliasing error; 
there are many examples of functions satisfying the conditions of 
Corollary 3(b). 
Indeed, consider the two-dimensional function W(x) defined by 
1 W(x) . -  (2k12k2) a [//kl(Xl)~//k2(X2), X ~ [0, II, 
k,=o k2=o (62) 
:= O, elsewhere. 
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Here, W(x) is twice dyadic differentiable with respect o both coordinates x~, 
x 2 . Moreover, 
D4x2x~W(x) E Lip2(1; C®(~))  
(although the graph of the one-dimensional version of W(x) is very 
complicated, see, e.g., Engels and Splettst6sser, 1982). Therefore the 
conditions of Corollary 3(b) are fulfilled with a = 2, r = 4, c = 8, so that 
IEm(W; x)l ~ 16(32) -m, (63) 
which is a rather rapid rate of approximation. 
It is also possible to prove a sampling theorem where not only f(x) itself, 
but the partial dyadic derivative off(x) is reconstructed, ashas been carried 
out in the one-dimensional classical case in Butzer and Splettst6sser (1977). 
THEOREM 10. Let f(x) ~ Ll([q+) be partially dyadic differentiable with 
respect to the pth coordinate xp, 1 <. p <~ n, such that (3/6xp) f (x )E  
Li(p~_) C3 Ce(R"~). Moreover, assume that functions F(u) and h(u) := u jF(u) 
belong to Ll(D~+), 1 <.j<. n. Then 
6Xp f(x) = lim ~ f(k2 -m) J(1; 2reX @ k), (64) 
mj~oo keZn +
where for 1 <<. p <~ n 
6 J(1; 2=x @ k ) 2mpl'c - -  = up ~2~,,xo@k~(Up) duj, (65) 
6Xp ~ o 
Moreover, for the error of approximation, 
R \axp k~ Zn+ 
n 




Let us first prove (65). Indeed, by (5b), (16), (26), (27), and (30) 
6 - - J ( l ;  2rex @ k) 
j=  -oo  0,1) 
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~-f[ 2-mp~2"PxP ®kp(2-m~'up) ~-~ 2Jup,jdup 
O, 2mp) j = -- oo 
= f[o,2mp) 2-mpl/12muxp@kp(2-mpup) Up dup 
= 2 mp f Up Ucl2mpxp@k.o(Up) dup. 
J[0,1) 
This establishes (65). Now we have by (22) and (34) 
pax--f(x) = F(v) vp Cx(v) dv + vpF(v) ~q(v) dv. (67) 
O, 2 m ) E [q~_\[ O, 2 m) 
If g(v) is the 2m-periodic extension of the function vp ~,x(v), v C [0, 2m), then 
one has for its Walsh coefficients by (50), 
G(k) = ~2mgx,®k,(Ui) Up 2 mp du i
i=1 
= 2 mp e[O,l)( Rp ¢2m~®k(U) du= ~ J(l; 2rex @ k), 
and the associated Walsh-Fourier series reads 
g(v) -- Z 2",, ®k) 
k~Z~ 
(68) 
Therefore one has by substituting (68) into (67) 
f(x) = }-~ J(l, 2rex @ k) F(v) ~'k(2- %) dv 
keZ~ O, 2m) 
+ JRF~\to,2m) VpF(V) ~(v) dv. 
Using (22) in connection with (34) for r = 1, one deduces for the error of 
approximation 
k~Z~ 
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Therefore, using (65), 
R (~Xp f;x) I~ fNn+\[O,2m) F(V) Z)pdV ~- fNn+\[O, 2m) ~=1 2rniF(v) dv 
n 
This establishes (66). Equation (64) now follows by letting m/--, oo, 
1 <~ j ~< n, noting that h(u) = uf (u )  ~ L ~ (~ ~), 1 < j ~< n. 
If one is not interested in the rate of convergence in Theorem 10, it is 
possible to prove (64) under weaker conditions. 
THEOREM 11. Let the conditions of Theorem 9 be satisfied. I f  
(6/6Xp)f(x) exists as an element of L l(~ + ) 63 C®(N~+ ), 1 <~ p <~ n, then 
~xp f (x)  = lim ~ f(k2-m) J( l ,  2~x @ k). (69) 
mj~a3 kEZn + l<j<n 
The proof of Theorem 11 is somewhat easier than that of Theorem 10, and 
will be left to the reader. 
Finally, let us give a result which is of more theoretical interest. In 
contrast o Theorem 11 one is able to give a mixed-type sampling theorem 
for f(x) for which the samples are taken at discrete values off(x) as well as 
of (6/c~xp)f(x), 1~ p <. n. Indeed, 
THEOREM 12. Let f (x)  C L '(~ + ) 63 C°(~"+ ), and (cS/cSxp)f(x) E L '(~ + ), 
l <. p <, n. Then for x ~ ~ + 
Proof 
kel~ 
-- i=1 ~[ J( l '2mixi@ki) ~-~p J(l '2mx@k)" 
i~p 
Starting with the inversion formula (22), one has 
(70) 
where 
f(t)  =-f~ F(v) lp't(v ) dv -=f~ F(v) {It(v) + vp/2(v)t dr, 
ll(v ) := (l --vp(ep2-m)) ~t(v), 
:= its 2m-periodic extension, 
v C [0, 2m), 
v ~ [0, 2m); 
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and 
/2 (v )  :=  ev 2 -  mlp't(¥), 
:= its 2m-periodic extension, 
v E [0, 2~"), 
v q~ [0, 2m). 
Expanding these functions into their Walsh-Fourier series, one obtains by 
(50) and (51) 
ll(V) = Z l J ( l ;2mx@k)  - [~[ J ( l ' ,2mfx~@ki )  
ke ~_ i = 1 
>( ~Xp J(1, 2~x @ k) I gtk(2- ~V), 
12(v) = ~ 2mJ(1; 2~x ® k) ~'k(2-~V), 
k~z~ 
where (16), (18d), and (65) have been used. Substituting these series into the 
first line of the proof, and noting (34) and (22) once more, the desired result 
follows after some short calculations. The one-dimensional counterpart of the 
foregoing result in the classical frame of Fourier analysis is to be found in 
Butzer and Splettst6sser (1977). 
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